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1. Introduction
The purpose of this project was to develop methodology capable of estimating 
current and future aerospace defense sector budget for foreign countries of interest 
(COI’s). The countries of major interest are either the pariah states such as Iraq and Iran 
or those with command or transition economies such as North Korea and China.
Three different estimating approaches were considered:
1. Econometric Modeling -  Regression Analysis
2. Scenario Analysis
3. A Bottom Up-Building Block or Aggregate Approach
2. Econometric Modeling
Since the end of the Cold War several regression models have been proposed to 
forecast defense sector budgets. Some of the most interesting work has been directed 
by Keith Hartley and Todd Sandler. The results of these studies have appeared in their 
two books, The Economics of Defense Spending: An International Survey and The 
Economics of Defense.
Hartley and Sandler selected countries for the study with the following 
characteristics (Hartley, 1990):
1. Developed and developing nations
2. Members of military alliances (NATO, WTO)
3. Nations involved in arms races and regional conflicts (e.g. Israel, India,
Pakistan; South America)
4. Nations with nuclear forces (e.g. USA, USSR, France, UK)
5. Nations pursuing policies of independence (e.g; France) and neutrality (e.g. 
Sweden)
The editors asked economists from the selected countries to identify the cost 
determinants of defense spending in their countries.
Each contributor was asked to provide:
1. The economic background as reflected in descriptive statistics and general 
trends in the major economic indicators (e.g. GDP, growth, inflation, 
unemployment, balance of payments), the government budget and the 
implications for defense spending and policy for the period 1960-87.
2. The military background between 1960 and 1987, as reflected in the threat, 
arms races, the armed forces, foreign commitments, membership of alliances 
and the arms trade (imports and exports).
3. Estimation of the country's demand for military expenditure. Authors were 
asked to estimate a standard model with military expenditure determined by 
GDP, the threat, spillovers from allies and other variables such as the governing 
party or a change in strategy. There was also an invitation to report on any 
superior model which might be available.
4. The supply of protection or security. This involved supply side issues 
embracing:
(a) The supply of manpower, e.g. all-volunteer forces v. conscription v. 
reserves
(b) The supply of equipment, e.g. the defense industrial base, imports and 
exports of defense equipment
(c) Technical progress in the form of research and development and 
spin-off
(d) Questions about the possible burdens of defense spending, e.g. its 
effects on investment and economic growth.
5. Future contingencies: are there any distinctive features and problems for 
each country? The suggestions offered included manpower problems and 
possible solutions to demographic changes in the 1990s; pressure on Japan 
to abandon the 1 per cent limit on defense spending; the costs to France of 
maintaining an independent strategic nuclear force; and the implications for 
the USA of SDI and disarmament negotiations.
Unfortunately not all of these variables were available to each country analyst.
The estimating equations for the demand for military expenditure, ME, took the 
following general form (Hartley, 1990):
ME=f (income, spillin, threat, economic variables, political variables, dummies)
Income denotes the country's gross domestic product; spillins are the lagged 
military expenditure of a nation's allies; threat is the lagged military expenditure of a 
nation's adversary; economic variables may involve the size of the budget deficit; 
political variables may include the ruling government's party affiliation; and the dummies 
capture other environmental factors such as the presence of a war or a change in 
strategic doctrine (e.g. mutual assured destruction, flexible response). In spite of these 
similarities, differences arise among the various analyses owing to the underlying 
allocative process, the time period, the 'form' of the variables, the set of economic and 
political variables, and the dummies.
I’ve included a representative example of this type of econometric modeling of 
defense spending. It is an analysis of US defense spending was performed by Robert E. 
Looney and Stephen L. Mehay. The specific equation used for the United States was: 
MXt = a + b-i MXm + b2 REXPt + b3 RUEXPt + b4 UCPIt + b5 REVD, + b6 DEFM + b7 VIET + e,
(14.220 (3.94) (2.96) (7 .13) (4 .26) (2.77) (2 79 )
Constant = -48,071 cr- 0.027 Fc ad] = 0.897 F statistic = 85.67 Durbin-Watson statistic = 2.56
where MX, is real US defense spending in year t ($ m ), MXm is US defense spending lagged one 
year, REXPt is expected Soviet defense spending, RUEXPt is unanticipated Soviet spending, 
UCPIt is unanticipated US inflation, REVD is the deviation from the trend in federal revenue, 
DEFm  is the federal deficit lagged one year, VIET is a dummy variable for the Vietnam War 
period, and e, is an error term. Because of serial correlation of the residuals, the model was 
estimated using the Cochran-Orcutt technique (Looney, 1990).
The results of this estimate was very robust; the coefficients had the expected 
signs and are statistically significant (Looney, 1990). The adjusted R2 indicated that the 
model accounted for nearly 90% of the variation in time in US spending. The analyses 
for the other countries were also very capable in identifying statistically significant and 
comprehensive defense spending drivers.
This methodology is very promising for market economies and open societies. 
However, for the closed societies and command economies the data sources are scarce 
and unreliable. Even in the Looney-Mehay analysis of the US the data provided by the 
US Arms Control and Disarmament Agency on Soviet spending was based upon some 
highly speculative estimates.
3. Scenario Analysis
K.C. Yeh from RAND corporation, Bates Gill from the Stockholm International 
Peace Research Institute (SIPRI) and Digby Waller from the International Institute for 
Strategic Studies (IISS) in London have all investigated defense spending issues in 
several command economy countries. RAND’s studies appears to be the most 
comprehensive, including some of the work from the other two analysts.
I’ll summarize RAND’s China study for an example (Yeh, 1995). RAND uses two 
scenarios for their China projections. The stable-growth scenario assumes that there will
be no major political upheavals or social unrest within China or military conflicts with 
other countries during this period; that economic reform and opening to the outside world 
continue although at a slower pace; and that no major breakthroughs or innovations will 
occur. Specifically, RAND assumes in this scenario that there is a smooth political 
transition to a new leadership that continues Chief of State Deng's reform policies, with 
continued cooperation between the central and provincial governments in developing an 
integrated market economy, and that economic liberalization coexists with political 
totalitarianism-at least for the period covered by these projections. The disrupted-growth 
scenario is characterized by a leadership succession crisis, which degenerates into a 
protracted political struggle and ends with the conservatives in power. In this scenario, 
provinces became more like independent economic fiefdoms, blocking the development 
of integrated markets. Substantial unemployment and widening gaps in income 
distribution among regions and groups lead to social unrest and retrogression of many 
reform measures, which are replaced by direct government controls. In this scenario, the 
growth of capital and labor inputs is substantially reduced, and factor productivity 
stagnates. As a result, RAND estimates the annual GDP growth rate for the period 1994- 
2015 at 4.92 percent in the stable-growth scenario, and 3 percent in the disrupted- 
growth scenario. As noted earlier, the two China scenarios suggest, but do not exhaust, 
the many uncertainties characterizing China's future. RAND assumes constant defense, 
as a percent of GDP, spending throughout this period because of China’s incentive to 
modernize and increase the power projection capabilities of their forces. To pursue its 
modernization aims, China's military leaders can probably mobilize additional resources 
from two sources. First, the People's Liberation Army (PLA) probably will play an 
important role in the leadership succession process and thus will be in a position to 
demand more resources from the state budget. Second, China's arms sales and other 
business enterprises that are run by the PLA can provide additional income to the
military. At the same time, the quest for additional military spending is likely to be 
constrained by priority demands for other purposes such as building infrastructure and 
other institutions for the market economy and by international pressure to curb the arms 
trade.
RAND also uses Purchasing Power Parity (PPP) rates in their scenario 
projections which, when dealing with transition economies, is an attractive alternative to 
exchange rates.
To understand why ppp is an attractive alternative to exchange rates it is 
necessary to start with a definition. Purchasing power parities are the rates of currency 
conversion that equate the prices of an identical basket of goods and services in 
different countries (Officer, 1982). Their basic rationale is that market exchange rates fail 
to reflect the relative price differentials of non-traded goods and can fluctuate wildly due 
to external influences such as speculation or the knock-on effect of economic turmoil 
elsewhere. Ergo, and in theory, they are rarely an adequate means to derive 
internationally comparable real values in any situation. This problem is exacerbated in 
transition economies because exchange rates were and in some cases remain artificial. 
Ppps thus give some hope of achieving realistic conversion rates between countries for 
the purposes of comparing macro-economic data. They are in effect currency converters 
which eliminate the differences in relative price levels by equalizing the purchasing 
power of the currencies of the various countries being compared. Thus, for example, 
were the defense expenditures of different countries to be converted by ppps, they 
would be expressed in a common currency at the same set of international prices. In this 
way, differences between the converted values would only reflect real differences in the 
volume of military goods purchased. In other words, they would provide measures of real 
values or volumes of defense spending at a certain moment in time. The problem would 
be in getting defense-specific ppps right.
The data sources used by RAND were as follows: The baseline 1994 GDP 
estimate is derived from a 1990 GDP estimate by Alan Heston, 1994. This 1990 
estimate has been converted to 1994 prices using the implicit price deflator for U.S. GDP 
in Economic Indicators, May 1994. GDP estimates for 1991 through 1993 are based on 
the 1990 figure and an index of GDP in constant prices for those years given in State 
Statistical Bureau, 1994a.
There have been many, widely discrepant estimates of China's defense 
spending. Those based on nominal exchange rates between the yuan and the dollar- 
such as in World Bank, 1991-differ by as much as a factor of 10 from other estimates 
based on real (ppp) exchange rates. There are also substantial discrepancies among the 
estimates that use ppp rates: For example, the earlier ppp estimates (Kravis et al.,
1982), differ from one another by a factor greater than two. The RAND present estimates 
which were derived from Heston, 1994, and the earlier Kravis work-are the highest 
among the numerous ones based on real (ppp) rates.
All the ppp estimates-including RANDs-suffer from inadequate information 
about relative prices, matching qualities, and weights. Quality matching is the most 
onerous of these difficult problems, and, unfortunately, solutions to it are highly arbitrary. 
In sum, all the ppp estimates are subject to unknown margins of error, and one cannot 
say definitively that the margin for any estimate is clearly smaller than for others.
RAND’s estimates use the Summers and Heston, 1991, data for two essential reasons. 
First, the Summers and Heston, 1991, estimate for China is consistent in methodology 
with those for other countries in their study. Second, even if it really biased RAND’s 
estimates upwards, as Field and Taylor, 1993, and others would argue, it may well result 
in an estimate closer to the “true” figure than others, since I feel many sources of 
income and spending for the PI_A go unaccounted. Kravis etat., 1982, (on whose work 
Summers and Heston, 1991, is based) took into consideration price subsidies, such as
those for housing, in calculating ppp. It is not clear that the others' estimations have 
done so. This is relevant because the other ppp estimates are based on "official" GNP 
figures, which are clearly too low. The main reasons that these figures are too low are 
the underreporting in the service sector and the undervaluation of such services as 
housing and health care. A recent census of this sector revealed gross underestimates, 
as a result of which the GDP was revised upwards by significant amounts
Estimates for the growth of capital and labor inputs and of factor productivity are 
derived from data for pre-1994 years. The growth of China's capital stock is assumed to 
be slower in the next two decades than in the recent past because of (1) higher 
depreciation rates resulting from an increasing share of equipment in total fixed 
investment, (2) somewhat lower personal savings rates due to international and 
interregional diffusion of consumption habits, and (3) reduced government savings 
resulting from rising environmental protection costs, subsidies to underdeveloped 
regions of China, and financial losses of state-owned enterprises (Yeh, 1995).
These circumstances are assumed to be more adverse in the disrupted-growth 
scenario, because its lower GDP growth rate discourages investment and leads to a 
reduction in the inflow of foreign capital.
RAND’s “high-side” estimate of Chinese defense spending is compatible with 
IISS and SIPRI estimates which include many other unofficial inputs to the Chinese 
budget such as profits from independent military manufacturing and sales.
Even though some of the assumptions of purchasing power parity theory, which 
will be discussed later, may lead to serious problems in conversion of transition 
economy prices, I still feel, with accurate data ppp offers the most accurate conversion 
option.
The RAND scenarios as well as others only try to capture the future of overall 
defense spending not the more selective aerospace defense budget See Table 1.
China: Trend Results (Stable-Growth Scenario)
1994 2000 2006 2015
GDP (billions of ppp 1994 $) $4,950 $6,602 $8,808 $13,569
Average annual growth rate (%) 4.9% 4.9% 4.9%
GDP as a percentage of U.S. GDP 73.8% 84.7% 99.5% 127.1%
Military spending (billions of ppp 1994 $) $149 $215 $308 $475
Military capital (billions of ppp 1994 $) $202 $232 $291 $460
Military capita! as percentage of that of 
the United States 18% 24% 34% 55%
China: Trend Results (Disrupted-Growth Scenario)
1994 2000 2006 2015
GDP (billions of ppp 1994 $) $4,859 $5,802 $6,928 $9,039
Average annual growth rate(%) 3.0% 3.0% 3.0%
GDP as a percentage of U.S. GDP 72.5% 74.5% 78.3% 84.7%
Military spending (billions of ppp 1994 $) $149 $174 $208 $271
Military capital (billions of ppp1994 $) $202 $219 $249 $313
Military capital as a percentage 
of that of the United States 18% 23% 29% 37%
Nearly all defense budget or spending studies done by academic institutions or 
“think tanks” focus primarily on the growth of overall worldwide defense spending, it’s 
impact on economic growth for various economies—emerging, industrialized, command 
or capitalistic. The intent of this study, on the other hand, is to develop a methodology
capable of capturing the present and forecasting the future research and development, 
production and operations and maintenance costs which comprise the major portion of 
most foreign aerospace budgets.
4. The Building Block Approach
The building block approach to aggregating a foreign aerospace defense budget 
starts with estimating the life cycle cost (LCC) of a foreign aerospace weapon system. 
This estimate includes the acquisition cost (research and development plus production) 
and the operations and support costs for the life of the system. Once the costs of the 
major systems are estimated, individual system costs can be multiplied by force 
projections to estimate the weapons portion of foreign aerospace spending and 
budgeting.
I chose the building block method for several reasons:
1. Most of the required inputs for the LCC models, though numerous were 
readily available.
2. A greater ability to validate most of the inputs.
3. The cost estimates from the initial LCC models necessary for this approach 
(i.e. aircraft, cruise and ballistic missiles and space systems) could be applied 
to several other problems such as the following examples: Identifying 
technology transfer issues; readiness capabilities of foreign air forces; and 
competitive sales analysis of US aerospace weapon systems.
4. The methodology can easily be applied to ground and naval weapons 
systems. This provides the intelligence community with a consistent 
methodology for costing foreign weapon systems and projecting future force 
structures.
Although several models were developed for the various aerospace weapons 
systems and the specific inputs may vary slightly from system to system the underlying 
methodology remains the same for all models. The following is a description of the basic 
methodology and the aircraft model which will serve as a representative of all the 
models.
5. The Methodology
The general methodology takes US LCC cost estimating relationships (CER’s) 
and adjusts them for productivity and technological capability for the COI environment. 
The CER’s are regression equations which relate weight, performance or function of 
aerospace system components to labor and material costs. When data was available 
new CER’s reflecting known foreign costs were created. In cases where actual costs 
were not known adjustment factors for foreign productivity and technology capabilities 
were applied to the US CER equations shifting them to represent foreign costs. The 
adjustment factors for productivity and technological capability were developed through 
a series of interviews with national experts in the intelligence community and senior 
analysts from US industry. In many cases the US industry analysts had worked on joint 
ventures with foreign aerospace space firms and had direct knowledge of cost 
differentials. I also personally visited several foreign aerospace firms in Japan, South 
Korea, England and Sweden to assess these adjustment factors.
The model inputs consist of both technical and programmatic variables. The 
number of inputs may range in the hundreds for a foreign fighter. The technical inputs 
consist of weights, performance and functions of the numerous aircraft components. The 
programmatic inputs consist of quantities of aerospace system (for learning curve 
purposes), testing procedures and maintenance procedures. The output of the model 
provides cost estimates of the overall life cycle of the system as well as phase costs
(research and development, production and operations and maintenance). It also 
provides cost of major system components such as the airframe or propulsion units.
The cost estimates are presented three ways:
1. In US$’s assuming the system is built in the US using COI design and testing 
philosophy.
2. In USS’s assuming the system is built in the COI.
3. In COI local currency (both PPP and exchange rate)
The following detailed description of the aircraft model gives a complete 
description of inputs and outputs.
6. The Aircraft Model
The Aircraft Life Cycle Cost Model can be used to estimate US and foreign 
fighter, bomber, and transport aircraft costs. The model estimates three different types of 
costs;
1. The cost in US$ to build the aircraft in the US,
2. The cost in US$ to build the aircraft in a specified foreign country, and
3. The cost in local currency to build the aircraft in the foreign country.
The model has been constructed to capture a wide variety of different aircraft 
development, production, and operating environments. Therefore, the model currently 
has several hundred inputs available to the user to capture the appropriate environment. 
The model is currently being enhanced to provide more automated input default 
methods in an effort to reduce the number of required inputs.
6.1 Ground Rules and Assumptions
The estimate is expressed in Base Year (BY) dollars as well as BY COI currency. 
Further discussion on inflation rates, exchange ratios, Purchasing Power Parity (PPP), 
and other economic considerations are provided later in the text
The Research and Development (R&D) phase estimate includes costs for the 
following elements: 1) Engineering (including Software), 2) Mockup Test and 
Development, 3) Total Initial Tooling, 4) Second Tier Contract Non-Recurring, 5) Flight 
Articles, 6) Integrated Logistics Support (ILS), 7) Project Management, and 8) Other 
Direct Costs (ODC).
The Production phase of the estimate includes costs for 1) Second Tier Contract 
Recurring Labor and Materials, 2) Raw Material, 3) Sustaining Engineering, 4) Test 
Engineering, 5) Integrated Logistics Support (ILS), 6) Manufacturing, 7) Manufacturing 
Support, 8) Quality Assurance, 9) Project Management, 10) Rate Tooling, and 11) Other 
Direct Costs (ODC).
Support Investment includes 1) Ground Support Equipment (GSE), 2) Training 
Equipment and Services, 3) Engineering and Support Data, 4) Initial Spares, 5) and Site 
Activation.
The Operation and Support phase of the estimate includes costs for 1) Unit 
Mission Personnel, 2) Unit Level Consumption including Petroleum, Oil, and Lubricants, 
Base Maintenance Supplies, and Training Munitions, 3) Depot Level Maintenance, 4) 
Sustaining Investment including Replenishment Spares, Replacement GSE, Safety and
Maintenance Modifications, Software Maintenance, 5) Installation Support Personnel, 6) 
Indirect Personnel Support, and 7) Personnel Acquisition and Training
6.2 Economic Issues
Estimated costs are expressed in Base Years (BY) in both US dollars and COI 
currency. Both currency estimates assume that the system will be built in the COI and 
therefore appropriate COI environment adjustments have been made. The adjustments 
attempt to capture differences between COI and US environments. Several of these 
adjustments have to do specifically with international and domestic economics. These 
adjustments include labor wage projections, currency conversion, and inflation. The 
remaining environmental adjustments are discussed later. The aircraft cost model uses 
cost estimating equations to estimate both labor hours and costs. Although the labor 
hour calculations require no economic adjustments, when they are converted to labor 
dollars some economic adjustments are made. The model uses fully burdened BY COI 
labor rates which have been converted to the equivalent BY U.S. dollars. The labor 
rates were converted to dollars using a Purchase Power Parity (PPP) rate developed by 
an International Comparisons Projected sponsored by the United Nations. For open 
market economies with stable inflation the PPP rate and the official exchange rates are 
pretty close. Centrally Planned Economies (CPEs) or economies experiencing unstable 
inflation or some other economic shock will probably have a currency exchange rate 
which does not truly represent what things actually cost. PPP rates were used for labor 
rate adjustments because the rates attempt to account for the consumer’s ability to 
purchase goods with their compensation. The development of a PPP requires an 
extensive data collection process which is only performed about every five years. 
Therefore, adjustments for inflation are applied to the most current PPP available to
derive a currency conversion factor for each year. These factors are listed in the column 
titled “PPP+inf” in Table 6-1 below. After the labor costs are estimated in BY dollars, 
the normalized costs are converted to current fiscal year dollars using published OSD Air 
Force inflation rates. The inflation rates for the various USAF appropriations are listed in 
columns 3010, 3400, 3500, and 3600 of Table 6-1 below. 3010, 3400, 3500, and 3600 
correspond to Aircraft Production, Military Pay, Operations/Support, and 
Research/Development, respectively. The estimate is then converted to the COI 
currency by using the average annual published official exchange rates for the BY. The 
official exchange rates are shown in the “Exch Rate” column of Table 6-1. Data for 
years 1997 - 2010 has been derived based on economic projections. Projected data 
was not used on this estimate.
Table 6-1
COI Cost Estimate Economic Adjustments given BY
l i lM il l l l i l i i i i i l l l i l i i l l l i l M I l 111IM111 mmmmmmrnl
1980 0.5912 0.6415 0.6066 0.6415 N/A N/A
1981 0.6616 0.7178 0.7096 0.7178 N/A N I­
1982 - - 0.7251 0.7839 0.7984 0.7839 N/A NA
1982 0.7903 0.8223 0.8312 0.8223 N/A NA_
198 0.8536 0.8536 0.8561 0.8536 N/A NA_
1922 0.8826 0.8826 0.8886 0.8826 2.94 0.78991
1986 0.9073 0.9073 0.9233 0.9073 3.45 0.90321
1987 0.9318 0.9318 0.9436 0.9318 3.72 0.97985
1988 0.9598 0.9598 0.9662 0.9598 3.72 1107f .
1989 1.0000 10000 10000 10000 3.77 116920
1990 10400 10400 1.0370 10400 4.78 122905
1991 1.0848 1.0848 10775 10848 5.32 1.27887
1992 1.1151 11151 11227 111 11 5.52 135872
1993 1.1419 11419 11654 11419 5.76 140811
1994 1.1693 11693 11747 11693 8.62 Jl 58426
1995 1.1962 11962 11924 11962 8.35 192921
1996 1.2237 12237 12138 1.2237 9.00 2.23Z
1997* 12507 12507 12332 12507 9.50 2.469'
1998-’' 12781 12781 12592 12781 10.00 2.70896
1999* 13063 13063 12881 13063 10.50 2.9596'
2000* 13350 13350 13176 13350 1100 3.24593
2001* 13643 13643 13467 13643 115 3.52707
20C 13944 1.3944 13777 13944 12.0 3.83392
2003* 14251 14251 14080 14251 12.3 4.13171
2004* 1.4564 14564 1.4403 14564 12.6 4.41131
2005* 14885 14885 14735 14885 13.2 4.68731
2006* 15212 15212 15074 15212 13.8 4.98007
2007* 15547 15547 1.5405 15547 14.5 5.24091
2008* 1.5889 1.5889 1.5760 15889 15.0 5.51516
2009* 16238 16238 1.6122 16238 15.5 5.78069
2010* -16596 1.6596 16493 1.6596 16.0 6.05429
* Projected
6.3 Quantity Assumptions
Required inputs are Quantity of FSD (Full Scale Development)/Prototype aircraft 
built, production quantity of aircraft. The Lot 1 quantity should be as accurate as possible. 
The Lot 1 quantity is an input to a number of Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs). All 
other production aircraft can be put into the Lot 2 cell when doing a static estimate (not time 
phased).
6.4 Test Activity Assumptions
It was assumed that all Ground Tests, Mockup Requirements, and Flight Test 








• Radar Cross Section
• Electromagnetic Compatibility/Anechoic
• Subsystem Qualification
• Class ll/lll Mockups
• Envelope Test
• Avionics/Systems Tests
• Payload Extraction/Weapon separation
• Service Evaluations
6.5 Weight Inputs
Weight inputs consist of several component weights SEE APPENDIX B.
6.6 Software
The aircraft software is believed to be very similar to that of the F-16 Block 30. 
Accordingly, the F-16 Block 30 software is used as an analogy for input into the 
model. At this time a complete F-16 Block 30 software breakout is not available. 
Available F-16 data was supplemented with software data from The Tornado 
Multinational Fighter-Bomber Aircraft Multi-role Combat Aircraft (MRCA) Weapon 
System Life Cycle Cost Estimate, McDonnell Douglas Aerospace, December 1994. 
The model requires software lines of code (SLOC) as the primary software cost 
driver. Adjustments are made for differences in the software development and 
maintenance environments.
6.7 Structural Material
Structural material inputs were found using open sources. General descriptions of 
structural material and where they are used in the foreign aircraft were used to determine 
which structure components used what material (steel/aluminum, titanium, and composites).
6.8 Operation and Support (O&S)
O&S inputs were taken from the December 1995 Air Force Cost Analysis Agency 
Cost-Oriented Resource Estimating (CORE) database using the F-16 as an analogy.
Table 6-2 shows an analysis of US fighter aircraft systems O&S cost to be used as a 
cross check in US$ and a US environment. The estimated foreign aircraft O&S cost per 
aircraft per year is $2.64 (BY US$M). This estimate is within the range of US fighter aircraft 
O&S estimates.
Table 6-2
US O&S Estimates for Selected Aircraft
US O&S Estimates for Selected Aircraft
Avg Annual
Cost per Aircraft
Avg Annual Inflation per year
System AC/Squadron Cost per Squadron FY Factor (FY1996$US Mill) Estimate Sour;-
F/A-18E 12 22.8 1990 1.1881 2.26 F/A-18E/F Dec 1995 SAR
F/A-18C 12 21.2 1990 1.1881 2.10 F/A-18E/F Dec 1995 SAR
F/A-18G 12 9.2 1975 2.7647 2.12 F/A-18C/D Dec 1994 SAR
F/A-18A 12 9.3 1975 2.7647 2.14 F/A-18C/D Dec 1994 SAR
F-22 18 44.8 1990 1.1881 2.96 F-22 Dec 1995 SAR
F-15C 24 89.9 1990 1.1881 4.45 F-22 Dec 1995 SAR
F-22 24 60.7 1990 1.1881 3.00 F-22 Dec 1992 SAR
F-15C 24 86.3 1990 1.1881 4.27 F-22 Dec 1992 SAR
F-15E 24 99.2 1988 1.2875 5.32 F-15 Eagle Dec 1990 SAR
F-16 C/D 24 75.9 1991 1.1391 3.60 F-16 Dec 1994 SAR
F-16 A/B 24 75.7 1991 1.1391 3.59 F-16 Dec 1994 SAR
Minimum Avg Annual Cost per Fighter Aircraft (FY96$US Mill) per year 2.10 .
Maximum Avg Annual Cost per Fighter Aircraft (FY96$US Mill) per year 5.32
6.9 Country of Interest (COI) Assumptions
In addition to the economic adjustments described previously, the model attempts to 
capture other environmental factors which can significantly influence the cost of a system. 
These factors include but are by no means limited to labor productivity/efficiency, labor 
wage differences, material cost differentials, testing and maintenance philosophies, product 
quality, capital/labor investment ratios, economies of scale savings, and level of
infrastructure development. The model captures differences with maintenance philosophies, 
testing procedures, mockup requirements, economies of scale, and system 
quality/lifetime/reliability by using detailed system specific user inputs. All of the various 
system specific inputs are listed in Appendix A. In addition to the system specific 
adjustments described above, there are some country specific adjustments being performed 
as well. These adjustments along with their corresponding COI environment values are 
listed in Table 6-3 below.
Labor productivity factors were developed to adjust the amount of hours estimated 
by the US based CERs. Separate factors were used for the development and production 
phases for each country. In general, the factors try to capture the number of hours required 
for someone working in the foreign environment to perform the same amount of work it takes 
someone working in the US environment. Since measuring labor productivity in a true 
economic sense really has a different definition, the factors used in this model should really 
be called labor efficiency factors. The factors attempt to capture differences in the working 
environment such as labor know-how/training, tools available, labor/management relations, 
political/cultural influences, etc. The factors are subjective and were developed by industry 
experts. The labor rates listed below were collected in COI currency for a given BY. The 
rates were then converted to US dollars by using the appropriate inflation adjusted PPP 
rate. Appropriate burden factors were applied to the labor rates to capture overhead, fee, 
and general & administrative costs. Material cost differentials, when unavailable, are not 
used for certain COIs. It is assumed that the true opportunity (i.e. not subsidized) cost for 
materials would be roughly the world market price available to both the US and COI. 




Development Factor multiplied to estimated US labor hours (ie. 
adds 53.2%)
1.532








* Prime Wrap Rates ($/hr) Prime Contractor fully burdened hourly rates
Engineering $ 10.83
Test Engineering $ 10.36
Integ Logistics $ 9.89
Proj Management $ 11.30
Factor Labor S 6.59
Development Shop $ 6.59
MFG Support $ 7.06
Quality Assurance $ 7.53
Tool Des/Des/Plan $ 7.06
* Material Differential Relative cost difference between US and COI for 
materials
Airframe Metals 1
. Airframe Non-Metals 1
. Tankage Metals 1
Turbine Engines 1
Ramjets (Int/Non Int) 1
Liquid Rocket Engines 1



















* O&S Factors Annual fully burdened salaries for O&S personnel
Officers ($/person/year) $ 3,25-5
Enlisted ($/person/year) $ 549
Civilian ($/person/year) $ 3,626
Installation Support $ 3,097
Medical O&M Portion of cost attributed to aircraft Program $ 138
PCS Officer $ ,
PCS Enlisted $ 297
Acquisition Officer $ 7,239
Acquisition Enlisted $ 718
Training Cost - Officer $ 4,530
Training Cost - Enlisted $ 900
Productive Maint Hrs/yr 1152
Maint Off/Enlisted Factor Ratio of Officer to Enlisted Personnel 0.025
Maint Material Cost/M-Hr 5,0
Depot Level MGT Factor Adds 20% management hours to direct depot level 
hours
0.20
Depot Maint Cost/Mhr -,,A
Propellant Cost/LB 2 0
Propellant Loss Factor 0.05
POL Fuel Cost/Gallon 1.05
Vehicle Maint. Cost/Mile 0.28
Other Oper. Cost/?AA 25
* Special O&S COI Adjustments
General Maintenance I
Structural Maintenance 1
Power Plant Maintenance 1
Fixed Equipment Maintenance 1
Avionics Maintenance 1
Other O&I Maintenance 1
Depot Maintenance Adjustments 1
Sustaining Investment Adjustments 1
All inputs to the model are provided in Appendix B.
6.10 Estimated Costs Generated From the Case Studies
The models used to estimate the Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of foreign aerospace 
systems calculate three different “costs” which can be used to address a number of different 
issues. The underlying system database from which the model methodologies are derived 
contain many US systems and are capable of estimating systems which use anything from 
the most current US technology to technologies that may be twenty years old. The only way 
to accurately generate a parametric estimate of the cost and effort required to produce a 
great variety of aerospace systems is to use an underlying database of US systems. 
Adjustments to account for differences in foreign systems are made both at the Country of 
Interest (COI) and specific system level. Typically, the user is responsible for specifying 
system level inputs and the model automatically makes adjustments at the COI level. For 
example, a user would need to specify system specific technology level inputs but the model 
would automatically adjust for country level labor rates.
6.10.1 US Environment I US Dollars
The first type of cost estimated by the cost models represent the cost of developing, 
producing, operating, and maintaining the specified foreign system in the US environment. 
The estimate is presented in US dollars normalized to a base year specified by the user. 
The models require various physical and performance characteristics as inputs. This 
enables the model to be sensitive to system specific technology level, quality, reliability, and 
programmatic issues. For example, in addition to the standard US system cost drivers such 
as weight, material type, thrust, avionics requirements, etc., the user can specify the level of 
system prototyping, type and quantity of testing procedures, system mean time between 
failures (MTBFs), operational lifetime, etc. These additional inputs will allow a system of 
non-US quality to be estimated. There are several quantity inputs which can be specified to
adjust for production rate efficiencies, prior learning, shared leaming/co-production, sparing 
philosophies, etc. Developmental complexity factors are calculated if the user chooses to 
specify ancestor system information. The costs reflect the cost of developing, producing, 
and operating the system of foreign quality and performance capability in the US. US 
commercial and military labor wages, materia! costs, labor productivity/efficiency factors, 
and overhead adjustments are made. OSD USAF US inflation rates are used to normalize 
and display costs in both constant and current year dollars. Note that the calculated costs 
assume the same basic accounting principles as those in the US. That is, activities to be 
performed are grouped into the same functional and life cycle phase breakouts as the US. 
In addition, only activities/costs tied directly the specific system are counted. Thus, as with 
any US cost model, no basic (unapplied) technology research is estimated. All of the costs 
associated with the required basic research taking place in research centers and universities 
are outside the scope of these models. Obviously, a country can buy, steal, or be given 
these technologies and, therefore, do not have to incur the expense that the US does. It is 
up to the analyst to determine whether a country already has the required technologies to 
build the system of interest. If a country does not have the capability, then the analyst must 
make some assumptions with associated costs to gain the required technologies.
This estimate can be used for the following purposes:
• To compare costs between US and foreign systems with similar capabilities.
• To compare costs of systems between multiple countries without incorporating
the Country level environmental adjustments.
• To calibrate the model to handle new US technologies.
• To calibrate the model with collected US cost data.
• To estimate what the opportunity cost would be for the US to build the system of 
interest (Foreign Military Sales).
6.10.2 Foreign Environment I US Dollars
The second type of cost estimated by the model represents the opportunity cost (and 
effort) to develop, produce, operate, and maintain the system in the specified foreign 
country. The estimate is presented in US dollars normalized to a base year specified by the 
user. The costs are calculated using the same fundamental parametric cost methodologies 
that are used for the US environment. The methodologies typically estimate labor costs by 
estimating labor hours, then multiplying the hours by a labor productivity/efficiency factor,
and then multiplying by a composite fully burdened labor rate. The composite fully
burdened labor rate is derived by collecting foreign direct pay rates for various civilian and 
military labor categories, weighting the categories to achieve the appropriate "labor mix” for 
a composite labor rate, adding burden factors for overhead, general and administrative 
(G&A), and fee, and then finally converting the composite labor rate to US dollars.
A separate labor productivity adjustment is used for the development and
manufacturing environment. The labor productivity adjustment is factor (US = 1.0) which 
captures differences in the work environment including cultural/political factors,
labor/management relations, prior experience and know-how, education level, and tools 
available. These productivity factors were developed by industry experts which have hands- 
on aerospace experience in many different foreign environments. Although tradeoffs can be 
made between capital and labor in the manufacturing environment, a country will use the 
capital/labor ratio which makes the most economic sense to them. For example, in 
Germany labor is very expensive so there is a large capital-to-labor ratio. In China, the
opposite is true. Although the models may use the implied capital-to-labor ratio that exists in 
the US, the ratio is optimized such that the cost is the lowest. Assuming that other countries 
optimize their capital-to-labor ratio for cost, then specific capital-to-labor adjustments are not 
required to be made by the model.
Each of the various models use slightly different civilian labor categories. In addition, 
the foreign labor wage data is not consistent across countries. Therefore, the development 
of a standard composite labor rate is done off line from the model. The rates are converted 
from local currency to US dollars using a base year for which a recent Purchase Power 
Parity (PPP) or Local Currency (LC)/Dollar ratio has been established. The model uses an 
economic database to convert the local currency to dollars. The database contains adjusted 
PPP conversion or LC/Dollar ratios adjusted for inflation. Since the PPP factor and 
LC/Dollar ratio development exercises are very expensive and require a great deal of 
international cooperation and data collection, the studies are not typically performed every 
year. The models adjust the PPP or LC/Dollar ratio for historical/projected years by 
incorporating the historical/projected inflation for both the US and foreign country. The 
inflation adjusted PPP or LC/Dollar ratio allows the model to be much more stable because 
it is not affected by various economic shocks which can cause exchange rates to fluctuate 
wildly. Since currency is not actually being exchanged, the nominal/official exchange rate 
may not reflect the true opportunity cost for a country when compared to US dollars. In 
addition to a difference in labor rates and labor productivity adjustments, material cost and 
material waste differentials are applied, country specific production to prototype step down 
factors can be applied, country specific learning curve parameters can be made, and 
officer/enlisted ratios can be applied.
This estimate can be used for the following purposes:
• To compare the relative cost of building the same system in the US or the foreign 
environment.
• Provides a common currency (US dollars) to build composite estimates for 
systems which may have subsystems originating from different countries or 
where different countries may be responsible for different life cycle phases.
• Allows comparisons of different systems built by different countries
• Probably would not reflect what the US should pay in US dollars to acquire the
system. [When money actually changes hands, then it may be appropriate to
use the nominal exchange rate]
6.10.3 Foreign Environment I Local Currency
Many of the models’ cost methodologies are driven by internal relationships. For 
example, the cost of System Engineering is usually a function of the manufacturing cost of 
the hardware being produced. Many of these cost-to-cost relationships are non-linear. 
Currency conversions are linear relationships. Therefore, since these methodologies were 
developed using US dollars and data, the relationships will hold, as long as all of the costs 
are first estimated in US dollars. If the cost relationships were linear, as the currency 
relationships are, one could use COI currency within the model. However, since these 
relationship are non-linear, if units significantly different than dollars are used, the 
exponential relationship methodologies will grossly under or overestimate the costs 
depending on the sign and magnitude of the exponent.
Because of these constraints, the third type of cost estimated by the models which 
represents the opportunity cost to a country in their own currency, is calculated in the
following manner. The local currency estimate is derived by taking the estimate calculated 
in the “Foreign Environment / US Dollars” section above and then converting the dollars to 
local currency. The estimate can be presented in current or constant year as specified by 
the user. This calculation is performed in the same fashion (but the opposite direction) as 
the conversion of the foreign labor rates to US dollars described in the section above. 
Constant currency estimates are calculated by multiplying Base Year dollars by a currency 
conversion factor for that year. The currency conversion factor can either be the official 
exchange rate, PPP, LC/Dollar ratio, or some other relative effective rate (RER). The PPP 
rate adjusted for inflation is the current default used by the model. For countries that do not 
have a PPP (e.g., North Korea) a LC/Dollar ratio adjusted for inflation is used.
This estimate can be used for the following purposes:
• To estimate the defense burden of a particular system to a country.
• To calibrate the estimates within country cost data gathered by intelligence 
sources.
• To calibrate or estimate the foreign arms sales data.
The following figure shows a pictorial display of the methodology and model flow.
Foreign LCC Model Architecture
Technical Programmatic
Inputs Inputs
/  Exchange Rate Y
US $ BY 199X — — ►( Price Index ) ..............► LOCAL CURRENCY BY 199X
yPurchase Power Parity (PPP)J
Figure 1. Foreign Adjustment Methodology
7. Validation of the Model and Methodology
The model and methodology has been validated for accuracy on US system and 
performs extremely well. This is only natural since the CERs are US based and no foreign 
adjustments are necessary. Validation of foreign cost estimates is much more difficult 
because of the sensitivity of the subject. It is however not impossible. An estimate of a 
“friendly” foreign system was performed and given to “friendly” foreign analysts for comment
and validation. That particular system was within 20% of the overall LCC. The Operation 
and Support phase estimate was the best being within single digit percentages with the 
Research and Development being the worst. The production phase also faired extremely 
well. I would expect the production portion to be the most accurate since that infrastructure 
information is the most common and well known. The research and development phase has 
more problems since account procedures differ drastically from one country to the next. For 
example developmental prototypes applicable to previously produced systems are 
sometimes included in foreign R&D costs. Although the O&S portion of my test estimate 
was the most accurate I feel this particular case was an anomaly since open source input 
data was readily available, in actuality the O&S phase should normally be the least accurate 
(even thought it may be the most important) due to lack of available data.
The accuracy of the estimates generated by the model are highly dependent upon 
the accuracy of the inputs. Errors arise due to the lack of availability of foreign data (i.e.
R&D accounting methods, actual production overhead, wage and material rates for R&D, 
production and O&S). Productivity, complexity and technology adjustments are also 
estimated in lieu of actual conversion data. Since the models are based upon and default to 
US technology infrastructure and accounting procedures the output cost estimate errors will 
be greater for closed and command economies, where subsidies and technology levels are 
harder to identify. Likewise the errors of foreign estimates for capitalistic economies whose 
costs and infrastructures are more similar to the US will be less.
While confidence intervals for the models’ underlying CREs are based upon standard 
statistical procedures, confidence intervals for the inputs are based upon expert opinion and 
are not statistically based.
Improvement in the collection of foreign command economies’ wage, material costs, 
overhead, productivity and technology rates is necessary to improve the fidelity of the 
model’s output.
Appendix A is the complete user’s manual developed and published for the Air 
Force’s exclusive use of the aircraft model. Appendix B lists the required inputs. 
Documentation of the non-sensitive CERs used in the model (121 pages) is available upon 
request and approval.
APPENDIX A
Aircraft Model User’s Manual
INTRODUCTION
This report documents the Aircraft Life Cycle Cost Model which can be used to estimate US and 
foreign fighter, bomber, and transport aircraft costs. The model is based upon a generic LCC estimating model 
created by Mr. Greg Bell of the McDonnell Douglas Corporation using a series of Lotus spreadsheets. This 
model is hosted in the Automated Cost Estimating Integrated Tools (ACEIT) architecture, developed by 
Tecolote Research Inc. which is the standard architecture used by many US costing entities. The model 
estimates three different types of costs;
4. The cost in US$ to build the aircraft in the US,
5. The cost in US$ to build the aircraft in a specified foreign country, and
6. The cost in local currency to build the aircraft in the foreign country.
The model is run by interfacing with an Excel spreadsheet in the Windows environment and an 
Applixware spreadsheet in the Unix environment The model has been constructed to capture a wide variety of 
different aircraft development, production, and operating environments. Therefore, the model currently has 
several hundred inputs available to the user to capture the appropriate environment The model is currently 
being enhanced to provide more automated input default methods in an effort to reduce the number of required 
inputs.
AIRCRAFT MODEL
1.1 STRUCTURE OF TOOL
As mentioned in Section 1, the Aircraft Life Cycle Cost Model has been implemented in ACEIT and 
can be run in Excel for the MS Windows environment and in the Applixware Spreadsheet in the Unix 
environment, users can easily create additional spreadsheets to “post-process” their estimates. For example, 
cost overrides or multiple estimate integration can be performed as a “post-process” after the model has 
calculated the costs. Similarly, inputs can be “pre-processed” before being used in the model For example, 
raw data may need to be mapped or normalized before used in the model. The inputs for the cost model may 
also be electronically extracted from various aircraft engineering or design tools. Section 4 describes how to 
implement some of the common situations that need to be addressed by the cost estimate.
The overall cost model data flow is shown in Figure 2-1. Prior to invoking the model and generating a 
specific estimate, it is recommended that analysts complete hard copy data collection forms for the appropriate 
model Hard-copy data collection forms may be generated by merely printing the blank input available for each 
of the models. As depicted by Arrow 1 in Figure 2-1, there are generally two types of inputs required for the 
estimate: programmatic and technical. Typically, the technical inputs (e.g., weights, materials, etc.) would 
come from the results of a technical assessment case study. The programmatic inputs (e.g., quantities, 
maintenance philosophy, etc.) may come from other groups.
Figure 0-1: Aircraft Life Cycle Cost Model Data Flow Diagram
After the various inputs have been entered, they are automatically mapped into the ACE*Executive 
interface sheet (shown by arrow 2). The user selects the “Calculate” menu option found in the “Executive” 
pull-down menu. The ACE*Executive then passes the model inputs to the calculation module (shown by arrow 
3). The calculation module calculates the estimated costs by using the appropriate system cost model and 
foreign economic data. The resulting costs are then returned to the ACE*Executive interface sheet (shown by 
arrow 4). Output costs are mapped to the two spreadsheet output sheets (shown by arrow 5). The two output 
sheets represent the cost of the first production unit by subsystem and the total life cycle cost by phase. The 
contents of the two output sheets can be written out to a formatted text file to be read into the Foreign 
Technology Database (FTDB) (shown by arrow 6). The FTDB export files are created by selecting the “FTDB 
Export” button. Each of the various screens are discussed in the remainder of Section 2.
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Country-of-Interest (COI). Select the corresponding COI code.
AIRCRAFT TYPE
Input 1 for Fighter, 2 for Bomber, 3 for Helicopter, 4 for Transport, 5 for Trainer, and 6 for Special.
QUANTITIES
Required inputs are Quantity of FSD (Full Scale Development)/Prototype aircraft built, production 
quantity of aircraft. The Lot 1 quantity should be as accurate as possible. The Lot 1 quantity is an input to a 
number of Cost Estimating Relationships (CERs). All other production aircraft can be put into the Lot 2 cell 
when doing a static estimate (not time phased).
ANCESTOR 1 QUANTITIES
Number of Ancestor 1 aircraft built if applicable. Ancestor 1 common weights must also be entered 
into the weight matrix on the Technical Input sheet.
ANCESTOR 2 QUANTITIES
Number of Ancestor 2 aircraft built if applicable. Ancestor 2 common weights must also be entered 
into the weight matrix on the Technical Input sheet.
TEST ARTICLE INPUTS
The input values can be a ‘T ’ for there is a requirement for this type of test or “0” for no requirement
HARDWARE/SOFTWARE INTEGRATION REQUIRED
Enter a “f 5 if there is a requirement for hardware/software integration Normally there will be.
SUBSYSTEM QUALIFICATION TEST
Enter a ‘T  if there will be subsystem qualification tests. Enter “0” if not
FATIGUE TEST
Major sections of the airframe are subjected to recurring stresses induced by hydraulic jacks. The 
stresses are applied in a way that simulates the tension, compression, shear, and bending that the aircraft would 
experience in typical missions over its expected service life. The objective is to verify structural durability and 
fatigue "life.” Fatigue test algorithms use take off gross weight (TOGW) as the independent variable.
STATIC TEST
The goal of static testing is to determine the ultimate strength of the aircraft structures and to verify the 
design margins. Static testing is accomplished using test jigs with hydraulically applied loads. Static test 
engineering and development algorithms use take off gross weight (TOGW) as the independent variable.
IRON BM P TEST
Iron bird tests evaluate the performance of the flight control system hardware and software. The rig 
consists of a large structural representation of the aircraft, with provisions for actual air vehicle flight control 
systems. The flight control system group weight is used as the independent variable for iron bird test 
algorithms.
ESCAPE M G
Enter a “ 1” if there will be a requirement to test the Escape Rig. Enter “0” if not.
CHAMBER TESTS
WIND TUNNEL TEST
Tunnel tests place instrumented subscale models representing the aircraft into wind tunnels optimized 
for high speed or low speed aerodynamic evaluations. Wind tunnel test algorithms use tunnel occupancy hours 
as the independent variable.
RADAR CROSS SECTION HOURS
Tests used to determine the radar cross section of the aircraft.
EMFANECHOIC HOURS
Electro-Magnetic Interference (EMI) refers to problems which can be caused for on-board electronics systems 
by the EM fields generated by an electronics box. An anechoic chamber is a special room (sometimes very 
large, like an airplane hanger) which is specially designed and equipped to eliminate reflections off the floor, 
walls, and ceiling so that electronics can be tested in a simulated free-field environment to discover any possible 
interference, either within the box itself or with other electronics boxes.
MOCKUPS
Input values can be a “1” for there is a requirement for this type of mockup or “0” for no requirement.
Mockups are used to evaluate form, fit and function, and are important in optimizing crew stations, 
nacelle/power plant installations, and other critical portions of the aircraft. Full size air vehicle mockups are
used to develop harness, tube, and ducting installations for various subsystems. Mockup efforts are estimated 
using manufacturer's empty weight (MEW) as the independent variable.
CLASS IMOCKUP
• Generally much just a cardboard mockup.
• Used as a conversation piece
CLASS n
• More durable materials (particle board, clay, etc.) than a Class I mockup
• 3 Dimensional
• Has some metallic parts (maybe landing gear), sometimes a plastic canopy
• There may be some moving pieces.
CLASS m
• Starting to look like a real airplane
• About 50% wood
• 100% scale
• Can be used as specs for wiring harness layouts and tooling equipment *
* = US Uses EDF (Electronic Design) with computers to design tooling now but other
countries would probably use CLASS III mockup.
ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENT FIXTURES
Enter a “1” if there will be a requirement for Electronic Development Fixtures. Enter “0” if not
FLIGHT TEST REQUIREMENTS ________
Inputs falling under this category are expressed in hours. Flight test activity is necessary to verify the 
performance of the integrated system. Flight test costs can comprise more than half of the total test and 
evaluation program expense. The flight test engineering effort covers the selection and design of 
instrumentation, flight test data collection and reduction, and the flight crew personnel. Development efforts 
include instrumentation fabrication and installation, servicing and maintenance of the aircraft during testing, 
and the performance of other peculiar test activities such as ground vibration surveys, flight test algorithms use 
test "flight hours" as the independent variable.
TRAINING EQUIPMENT SETS - OPER
This element refers to the number of Flight Simulators needed.
TRAINING EQUIPMENT SETS - TRAM
This element refers to the number of Flight Simulators needed.
O&S INPUTS
The user has an option to pick a US system analogy for inputs in the O&S section. Systems include:
C5, KC10, KC135, C141, UH1, HC130, A10, BIB, B52H, E3 AWACS, F4G, F15C/D, F15E, F16 C/D,
EF111 A, FI 17A, and T38A. Use the drop down box to pick an analogy and copy the values provided into the 
input column.
SYSTEM OPERATIONAL LIFE
The expected number of years the aircraft will be operational (years of operations and support)
OPERATION UNITS COMPRISING THE FORCE
Total Operational Squadrons comprising the force.
TRAINING UMTS COMPRISING THE FORCE
Total Training Units comprising the force.
AIRCRAFT/SOD - OPERATIONAL
Average number of aircraft per operational squadron.
AIRCRATT/SOP - TRAINING
Average number of aircraft per training squadron
CREW RATIO -RNL/OFF - OPER
Crew Ratio = Number of Crews / The Number of Aircraft per Squadron - Operational Squadrons
CREW RATIO -RNL/OFF - TRAIN
Crew Ratio = Number of Crews / The Number of Aircraft per Squadron - Training Squadrons
PEACETIME UTE - OPER
Peacetime UTE. UTE means utilization rate. This is also referred to as the "Annual Flying Hours per 
A/C.” Operational units.
PEACETIME UTE - TRAIN-
Peacetime UTE. UTE means utilization rate. This is also referred to as the "Annual Flying Hours per 
A/C.” Training units.
CRISIS UTE (FB/PAA/MO) - OPER
CRISIS UTE Support Investment or Crises Surge Rate also means Crisis Flight Hours per Aircraft per 
Month. The default value assumes 60 hours * 4 weeks in a month equal 240 hours.
CRISIS UTE (PH/PAA/MO) - TRAM
CRISIS UTE Support Investment or Crises Surge Rate also means Crisis Flight Hours per Aircraft per 
Month. The default value assumes 40 hours * 4 weeks in a month equal 160 hours.
AVG- FH/SQRTIE - OPER
Average Flying Hours per Sortie for an Operational aircraft.
AVG FH/SORTIE - TRAM
Average Flying Hours per Sortie for Training aircraft.
PILOT OFF/PAA - OPER
Number of Pilots (officers) per Operational aircraft
PILOT OFF/PAA - TRAM
Number of Pilots (officers) per Training aircraft
OTHER OFF/PAA - OPER
Number of Non-Pilots officers per Operational aircraft
OTHER OFF/PAA - TRAM
Number of Non-Pilot officers per Training aircraft
AIRCREW ENL/PAA - OPER
Number of Enlisted personnel per Operational aircraft
AIRCREW ENL/PAA - TRAM
Number of Enlisted personnel per Training aircraft
GALLOWS PER FH
Average number of gallons used by flying hour by the aircraft.
MISSION PERSONNEL
OPERATIONAL/TRAINING UNIT TOTAL UNIT MISSION PERSONNEL
Includes Maintenance Crew, Weapon System Security, and Squadron Staff broken out by Officers, 
Enlisted, and Civilians. This is referred to as the Total Primary Program Element in AFI65-503
OPERATIONAL/TRAINING SUPPORT PERSONNEL
Includes Base Operating Support and Real Property personnel broken out by Officers, Enlisted, and 
Civilians. This is referred to as Total Support in AFI 65-503.
1.2.2 TECHNICAL/PERFORMANCE INPUTS
WEIGHTS - TAKE-OFF GROSS WEIGHT (TOGW)
This section requires aircraft sub-system weights in pounds (lbs), and a sub-system complexity factor. 
If the System-of-Interest (SOI) has ancestor (heritage) systems, the common weights are input into the Ancestor 
1 and/or Ancestor 2 columns. In order for the Ancestor information to take effect, Ancestor quantities must be 
input on the Program Inputs sheet.
STRUCTURES
WING GROUP
The wing group includes such items as the wing torque box, leading and trailing edges, wing tips, 
movable control surfaces, sails or wingiets. It also includes structural provisions for electrical, hydraulic, fuel, 
flight controls, and wing fold devices. Actuators, either mechanical, electrical, or hydraulic, used for in-flight 
control of the aircraft are excluded, (included in Hydraulics and Flight Controls. The structural splicing of the 
wing to the fuselage is excluded, (part of Aircraft Integration.)
ROTOR GROUP
. Unique to Helicopters
TAIL GROUP
Tail Group, or Empennage, refers to the structural horizontal and vertical tail group including fins, 
stabilators, stabilizers, and rudders as well as provisions for electrical wiring, plumbing, control linkages, and 
associated equipment. Specifically excluded are efforts associated with the sub elements of the Electrical and 
Flight Controls Subsystems and well as the splicing and mating of the Empennage to the Fuselage which is part 
of Airframe Integration.
FUSELAGE GROUP
The Fuselage Group includes, Forward Fuselage main structure, canopy, windshield, secondary 
structure, and access doors. Also is the effort to integrate and install subsystems to form a complete Forward 
Fuselage except for mission equipment Specifically excluded are the efforts required to provide such items as 
the nose landing gear doors, Crew Station Subsystem elements, Flight Controls Subsystem elements, an ECS 
elements, Structural Splicing to form a complete fuselage is also excluded. The Center Fuselage includes the 
center fuselage main structure and access doors. Also included is the effort required to integrate and install 
subsystems to form a completed integrated Center Fuselage except for mission equipment. Specifically 
excluded are the efforts required to provide such items as landing gear doors. Wings, Nacelles, Flight Controls, 
Ancillary Propulsion Equipment, Environmental Control, Electrical and Hydraulic and Pneumatic Subsystem 
elements. Also excluded is the structural splicing of the center fuselage to form a complete fuselage. This effort 
is covered in Airframe integration. The aft structural airframe including the aft main structure and access doors. 
Included is the effort required to integrate and install subsystems to form a complete, integrated aft fuselage 
except for mission equipment. Specifically excluded are the efforts to provide such items as landing gear doors, 
wings, empennage and nacelle elements, and structural splicing of the aft fuselage elements to form a complete 
fuselage which is part of Airframe Integration.
ALIGHTING GEAR GROUP
This element includes the structural and mechanical gear and associated equipment (including doors) 
for the landing and the on-deck/ground maneuvering of the aircraft. Includes the devices for extension, 
retraction, and locking of gear, and mechanical devices for arresting the aircraft Also included are wheels, 
tires, tubes, brakes, and struts, (which are often excluded from USA aircraft cost due to G.F.E. (This is not a 
consideration with foreign weapon systems.)
NACELLE/STRUT GROUP
This element refers to that portion of the Airframe which provides support and housing for engines. 
Included are cowlings, pylons, struts, vibration absorbing devices, and fittings. Also included are rings and 
annular sections used for propulsion efficiency, and non-structural firewalls or firewalls serving a structural 
purpose in the Nacelles. Specifically excluded are Ancillary Propulsion Equipment elements, Wing Subsystem 
elements, Other Propulsion Subsystem elements, and items integral to the engine. Also excluded are the 
integration of the Nacelles with the Fuselage or Wing and Engine Installation which are included under 
Airframe Integration.
AIR INDUCTION GROUP
Air Met ducting for turbo-jet or turboprop systems. Includes the structural and mechanical elements of 
variable ramps, guide vanes, deflectors, or other airpath modifiers.
PROPULSION GROUP
ENGINE INSTALLATION (POWERPLANT)
Structural elements not covered by Fuselage, or Nacelle, which are related to the physical installation 
of the engine(s).
ACCESSORIES / RR1YES/EXBAUST7EXH MGT GROUP/ENG COOL / WATER INJ/ENGINE 
START/CNTL/PROPELLER INST/
Refers to all of the efforts associated with the ancillary propulsion equipment’s which are required to 
provide an operational primary power source and which are not furnished by the engine manufacturer as an 
integral part of the engine. Included are exhaust and exhaust management, engine cooling and water injection, 
engine starters and controls, and lubrication systems.
FUEL/LUBRICATION GROUP
' This element includes design and development of material and equipment procurements including 
associated vendor design/development efforts to provide equipment and distribution systems to provide fuel to 
the engines. Associated functions included in the subsystem are fuel storage, pressurization, venting, gauging, 





Refers to the primary and secondary devices installed in the aircraft which, in combination with the 
electronic flight control components as defined under Automatic Flight Control System and the aircraft control 
surfaces, enable the crew to control the flight path of the aircraft as well as provide additional lift, drag, or trim 
effect. Control functions include Wing, Empennage, and Canard control surface(s) positioning. Included in 
this element are mechanically, electrically, hydraulically, and pneumatically powered devices; but electronic 
devices are included under Automatic Electronic Flight Control Systems, such as autopilots and flight control 
computers, are specifically excluded. Also excluded are surface folding or pivoting actuation devices (e.g., 
wing fold).
AUXILIARY POWER UMT
This element refers to the equipment used to supply auxiliary power for engine starting and other 
system requirements during periods of ground activity. Included are the auxiliary power unit and associated 
wiring, mounts, etc., necessary to supply auxiliary electrical, hydraulic and pneumatic power. Power 
supplying/distributing devices included under ELECTRICAL or HYD/PNEU or other exclusive use systems are 
excluded.
INSTRUMENTS GROUP
Instruments Group, also called Crew Station Subsystem, provides for the design of a functionally 
integrated cockpit including cockpit furnishings, secondary flight instruments, instrument panels, consoles, 
indicators, and emergency oxygen equipment Specifically excluded from this element are the cockpit 
management system and other avionics equipment
HYP & PNEU GROUP
This element includes the pumps, reservoirs, accumulators, and associated plumbing distribution 
system to provide hydraulic and pneumatic power for the aircraft. Specifically excluded are hydro-mechanical 
and the pneumo mechanical actuators. Also excluded are the hydraulic subsystem elements included in 
Airframe Integration.
ELECTRICAL GROUP
This element refers to the equipment and wiring used to supply and distribute the primary AC and DC 
electrical power for the aircraft. Included are generators, constant speed drives, batteries, control boxes, relays, 
lights, signal devices, multi-purpose power supplies, converters and inverters.
ENVIRON CNTL GROUP/ ANTI-ICE GROUP
Environmental equipment and distribution systems onboard the aircraft for cockpit air conditioning 
and pressurization; equipment compartment and individual units air conditioning and cooling; troop/cargo air 
conditioning and pressurizations; windshield anti-icing, and defogging, rain removal subsystems, ice detectors, 
and ice protection control units; combined onboard inert gas generating units (OBIGGS) and onboard oxygen 
generating systems (OBOGS). Specifically excluded are the emergency oxygen equipment for the crew, which 
is included under "Crew Station", the emergency oxygen equipment for the troops, included under Fumishings 
and Equipment, and the OBIGGS distribution system, included under the Fuel System.
ESCAPE SEAT GROUP/FURNISBINGS & EQUIP
This element includes accommodations for personnel, emergency, and other miscellaneous equipment 
and fumishings. Included in this element, for example are the following; non-crew personnel seats and 
emergency equipment, survival kits, life rafts, map/data cases and holders, external fiiel, ferry kits, and rear­
view mirrors. Specifically excluded from this element are the crew seats, emergency oxygen, and other 
equipment included under the Crew Station Subsystem; the load/unload equipment under Loading and 
Handling, and any other equipment specifically included under other same-level elements as the Airframe.
LOAD & HANDLING
This element refers to loading and handling equipment on-board the aircraft.
AVIONICS GROUP
GROUP B EQUIPMENT
This element refers to functional avionics boxes.
GROUP A PROVISIONS
This element refers to equipment needed to support Group B equipment
ARMAMENT GROUP
PASSIVE PROTECTION
This element refers to passive protection equipment such as chaff and flare dispensers.
WEAPONS GROUP
This element includes the basic design and development effort to provide overall integration of 
armament/weapons delivery equipment into the air vehicle; servicing and staging of equipment prior to 
installation; preparation and maintenance of interface specifications; coordinating/liaison with vendors of 
launchers, armaments, and weapons.
SMS/ARMA CNTL
This element refers to the total effort required for the design and development of the Stores 
Management Subsystem (SMS) hardware and software necessary to complete the aircraft mission This 
element includes the equipment in the air vehicle necessary to provide the intelligence for weapons delivery 
such as bombing, launching, and firing. It also includes computer resources unique to the SMS as well as 
power supplies, racks, and mountings.
PYLONS/LAUNCHERS
Structural elements used as external support for engines fuel tanks, weapons, pods, bombs racks, 
canisters, or any externally mounted hardware.
PURCHASE EQUIPMENT WEIGHT FACTOR ____
This factor adjusts weight inputs to CERs. It refers to the percentage of the equipment item that will 
be purchased (i.e. off-the-shelf). Enter a percentage from 0 to 100%. 100% means that the complete item is 
purchased. A 0% means the item will be developed and produced as part of the aircraft system of interest.
STRUCTURAL MATERIAL
One of the key parts of the model is its incorporation of a set of material complexity factors developed 
by RAND to adjust costs based on knowledge of the material mix in the aircraft structure. Using these tables of 
factors, and a simple interpolation scheme, we have made it possible for the user to specify the mixes of 
materials in the major airframe structural elements, and have the program calculate the material complexity 
factors for them. The Material Advancement Year is the year that the system of interest is being built Input 
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SOFTWARE K LINES OF CODE
Input the number of thousands of lines of code for each required element
ENGINE CHARACTERISTICS 
ENGINE TYPE
Input 1 for Turbojet, 2 for Turbofan, 3 for Vectoring, 4 for Turboprop/Turboshaft, 5 for UDF/ATF, 
and 6 for other.
ENGINES PER AIRCRAFT
Self-Explanatory
PROPULSION SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT COMPLEXITY
PROPULSION SYSTEM TECHNICAL COMPLEXITY
The default value is the Powerplant complexity input in the Weight Statement matrix.
MAX THRUST @ SL (LBS!
Maximum thrust in pounds at Sea Level - Not a required input at this time.
MAX POWER @ SL (SHP)
Maximum power in pounds at Sea Level (Used for jet aircraft) - Not a required input at this time.
MAX DELIVERY RATE PER MONTH
The maximum number of engines that are believed to be deliverable in an average month.
PRIOR QUANTITY OF ENGINES
The total number of engines previously built if applicable
AVIONICS HARDWARE DEFINITIONS
This section requires aircraft avionics weights in pounds (lbs), quantities of equipment per aircraft, and 
an avionics equipment complexity factor. There is also an input for avionics equipment prior quantities if 
applicable. The default avionics complexity is the complexity factor input in the Weight Statement matrix.
RADARS
Radar Subsystem include antenna(s), receive modules , transmit modules, antenna mountings; 
processing unique the Radar Subsystem; power supplies, racks, and mountings. The radome is included in the 
fuselage subsystem unless specifically identified.
IQ  SENSORS/MFRAMEP/W SENSORS/LASER
Electro-Optical, including Infrared, Laser, and TV, hardware and software. This element includes the 
following sub-elements: sensor head, mechanical assembly to move and house the EO sensor head, cooling 
system; processing unique WBS/CES Description to the EO Subsystem, power supplies, racks, mountings and 
window.
CONTROLS AND DISPLAY EQUIPMENT
This element refers to equipment which provides visual presentation of processed data by specially 
designed electronic devices through interconnection (on or offline) with computer or component equipment and 
associated equipment needed to control the presentation of data. It includes the following displays: Head-Up 
Display, Multifunction Displays, Control Display Units, Helmet-Mounted Display, Tactical Displays, power 
supplies, racks and mountings, and processing unique to the Controls and Displays Subsystem. Excluded are 
indicators and instruments not controlled by keyboard via the multiplex databus and panels and consoles which 
are included in the Instruments System.
COMPUTERS AND DIGITAL EQUIPMENT
This includes all processing and all elements that support the processing within the common core of 
avionics architecture. Included are the following subelements: memory modules, power supplies, data buses, 
data distribution networks, data bus interfaces, data transfer units, flight data recorder, and racks and mountings.
STORES MANAGEMENT/CHAFF FLARE GROUP/DECOY DISPENSER GROUP
This element includes equipment in the air vehicle necessary to provide the intelligence for weapons 
delivery such as bombing, launching and firing. The element includes computer resources unique to the SMS , 
as well as power supplies, racks and mountings.
THREAT WARNING/PASSIVE ECM/MTF BLANKER
This element covers the following functions; sense and process multi-spectral emissions for the 
purpose of detecting, tracking, classifying, identifying, and correlating threat/ffiendly/gray/or unknown 
contacts; determine the appropriate passive response the threats, and on-board or off board electronic warfare 
responses; Display classified/identified threat data and appropriate recommended response by the aircrews.
RADAR ALTIMETER/DOPPLER RADAR/RADIO ALTIMETER/VOR/ILS 
GROUP/SAT-GPS GROfJP/PME GROUP/RADAR REACON//APF GROUP/TACAN 
GROUP/JTTPS GROUP/BEACON/MERTIAL NAY
This element refers to those equipments installed in the Air Vehicle for Navigation purposes. This 
element includes the following functions, for example, navigation system alignment, and automatic carrier 
landing; receiver for Global Positioning Data, Transmitting and receiving via Joint Tactical Information 
Distribution System (JTIDS); Receiving radio navigation data; Load way points, tactical information such as 
vectors, intercept or fly to points, threat data and location, digital map and meteorological data; Measure air data 
and aircraft dynamics, correlate the data with data received via on- board sensors, aircrew inputs and compute 
and maintain a file on aircraft location, heading, velocity, and altitude. Also included are the Radar Altimeter,
inertial Navigation System (MS), power supplies, racks and mountings associated with the Navigation 
Subsystem.
IFF GROUP/SECURE VOICE/HF SSB RAMO/UBF RADIO/UBG SATCOM 
RADIO/VBF RADIO/INTERCOM/COMBAT DATA LINK
This element includes the following functions for example: Internal voice Communications System 
(ICS) and external/ ground voice communications; Data link communication for tactical data transmissions; 
long range over the horizon (OTH) communications utilizing SATCOM; and guidance and control downlinks to 
smart weapons. This element also includes such elements as power supplies, racks and mountings associated 
with the Communication Subsystem.
FLIGHT MANAGEMENT GROUP
This effort includes, but is not limited to the following functions: VMS shall control and integrate all 
non avionics subsystems necessary to operate the air vehicle. Including all air data seniors/ antennas;
/Automatic flight controls computer resources installed in the vehicle to provide the unpiloted automatic modes 
of flight path control Control linkages, control surfaces or other structural parts of the airframe should be 
excluded. This element should also include processing unique to the VMS Subsystem.
OTHER AIRCRAFT CHARACTERISTICS .
These aircraft additional characteristics effectively add extra complexity to the System of Interest For 
example, toggling the Low RCS Treatments (Stealthy) on effectively doubles applicable cost elements 
(primarily structure related elements).
SWING WING
Input “1” if the aircraft is equipped with a swing wing. “0” if not
AIRCRAFT CARRIER CAPABLE
Input “I” if the aircraft is equipped to land on aircraft carriers. “0” if not.
VERTICAL/SHORT TAKE-OFF LAMPING (V/STQL)
Input “1” if the aircraft is capable of vertical or short take-off and landing. “0” if not.
LOW RCS TREATMENTS
Input “1” if the aircraft has been given low Radar Cross Section (RCS) treatments. “0” if not.
1.3 ACE1T MODEL
The ACE*Executive uWhat-if’ sheet is the interface between the user’s inputs and the underlying 
Aircraft ACEIT (. ACW) model. This worksheet is where the session is calculated based on user inputs from the 
Programmatics and Technical input sheets. The user may also specify the year dollars of the estimate and units 
using drop down boxes. To calculate simply press the “Calculate” button.
Figure 0-3: ACE*Executive “What-if” Sheet
Figure 2-3 shows an example of the sheet to view detailed cost breakouts of the estimate. Inputs from 
the Programmatics and Technical input sheets may also be overridden on this sheet.
The ACE*Executive session must be linked to the Aircraft. ACW session. To link the Exec session to 
the Aircraft model simply press the “sessions” button and select the appropriate path and Aircraft. ACW file and 
choose the “Preserve Existing Codes and Data” option.
Figure 2-4 shows the “Prog Inputs” (Programmatic Inputs) sheet. This is sheet is used to select the 
COI, specify the aircraft type, input quantities, specify test requirements, input O&S parameters, and input 
personnel requirements. Choose the COI by using the COI drop down box.
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Figure 0-4: Programmatic Inputs Sheet/COI and Quantity Inputs
The “Tech Inputs” (Technical Inputs) sheet (shown in Figure 2-5) is the sheet to input the system of 
interest weight statement (in lbs), complexity factors, ancestor weights (in lbs), purchased equipment weight 
factors, software lines of code, structural material type, engine characteristics, and avionics weights (in lbs), 
avionics quantities per aircraft, avionics prior quantities, and avionics complexity factors.
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Figure 0-5: Technical Inputs Sheet/ Weight Statement
Figure 2-6 shows example results from the ACE*Executive “What-if” sheet. Top-level results are 
summarized on this sheet. Phase totals and unit costs are provided for the estimate in a US environment US$, 
COI environment US$, COI environment COI currency using the PPP, and COI environment COI currency 
using the exchange rate.
The FTDP export file is created by pressing the “FTDB Export” button.
The COI PPP value is linked to the COI selection drop down box on the Programmatic Input Sheet. 
The COI currency exchange rate value is input manually into this sheet.
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Figure 0-6: Summary Results
Figure 2-7 shows the T1 Results sheet. This sheet displays a composite T1 value for the aircraft of 
interest in a US environment US$, COI environment US$, COI environment COI currency using the PPP, and 
COI environment COI currency using the exchange rate.
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Figure 0-7: TJ Results
It should be clarified that the airframe line represents costs for airframe components as well as system 
and fixed equipment and “othef’ costs (Flight Controls, Instruments Group, Electrical Group, etc). It is not 
strictly airframe components. The propulsion line is strictly propulsion costs, and the avionics line is strictly 
avionics costs.
RUNNING THE MODEL
The tool is loaded by first launching the Excel or Applix spreadsheet software, loading the 
ACE*Executive Excel add-in, and then opening the specific spreadsheet which corresponds to the desired 
aircraft system. Clicking on the ACE*Executive icon will launch the spreadsheet software and then load the 
ACE*Executive Excel add-in The ACE*Executive add-in links up the ACE cost calculation module with 
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*** ANCESTOR 1 QUANTITIES 
PRIOR QUANTITY
*** ANCESTOR 2 QUANTITIES 
PRIOR QUANTITY
*** TEST ARTICLE INPUTS
HDW/SW INTEGRATION REQUIRED (1/0)














*** CHAMBER TESTS: 
WIND TUNNEL HRS 




*** MOCKUP REQUIREMENTS 
CLASS II MU (1/0)
CLASS III MU (1/0) 
ELECTRONIC DEV FIX (1/0)
*** FLIGHT TEST HOURS (in hours)
FLIGHT TEST REQUIREMENTS 









SYSTEM OPERATIONAL LIFE (YRS)
Operation Units Comprising Force
Training Units Comprising Force
Aircraft/Sqd - Oper
Aircraft/SQD - Train
CREW RATIO - Enl/Off - Oper
CREW RATIO - Enl/Off-Train
PEACETIME UTE - Oper
PEACETIME UTE - Train
CRISIS UTE SUPPORT INVESTMENT ■
oper
CRISIS UTE SUPPORT INVESTMENT ■ 
train
AVG FH/SORTIE - Oper 
AVG FH/SORTIE - Train 
PILOT OFF/PAA - Oper 
PILOT OFF/PAA - Train 
OTHER OFF/PAA - Oper 
OTHER OFF/PAA - Train 
AIRCREW ENL/PAA - Oper 
AIRCREW ENL/PAA - Train 
AIRCREW MEN PER AIRCRAFT 
TRAINING EQUIPMENT SETS 
REQUIRED - Oper 
TRAINING EQUIPMENT SETS 















UNIT MISSION PERSONNEL TOTALS





Includes Maintenance Crew, Weapon System 


































*** WEIGHTS *** 
TAKE-OFF GROSS WGT 
(TOGW)
Aircrew 
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Exhaust/Exh Mgt Grp 
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* Do not use this complexity factor to adjust for material type. This i 




















Aux Power Unit 
Instruments Grp 
Hyd & Pneu Grp 
Electrical Grp 
Environ Cntl Grp 
Anti-Ice Group 
Escape Seat Grp 
Furnishings & Equip 
Load & Handling 
Other Systems Group 
AVIONIC GROUP 
Group B Equipment 







Adjusts weight inputs to CERs. Range is 0 to 
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Hyd & Pneu Grp 
Electrical Grp 
Environ Cntl Grp 
Anti-Ice Group 
Escape Seat Grp 
Furnishings & Equip 
Load & Handling 
Other Systems Group 
AVIONICS GROUP 
Group B Equipment 
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Alighting Gear Grp 
Nacelle Group 
Air Induction Grp 
Other Structure
1988
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Software K Lines of 
Codes
Lines of Code
OPERATIONAL FLT SW  
CORE INFO SYSTEM 
Executive/Utility 
Operating System 
Mission Planning SW  
Electronic Library 




Battle Mgt/Sit Aware 
Map Processing 
Weight/Bal Mgt SW  
AIR VEHICLE MGT 
Fuel Qty Mgt SW  
Propulsion Mgt SW  
APU/Elec Pwr Mgt 
Hydraul Grp Mgt SW  
Environmental Grp Mgt 
OBIGGS Grp Mgt SW  
Anti-Skid Mgt SW  




Touch Screen Mgt 
Other Display Mgt 
CAUTIONS & 
WARNINGS
Auto Cautions & Wmgs 
Embedded Trng SW  
Fault Mgt/Reconfig SW  
Recorder Mgt SW  
Auto Checklist 
Paperless Cockpit 
FLT MGT & CONTROL 
Nav/Trajectory SW 
Fit Cntl SW 
Reconfigurability 
TF/TA Fit Mgt 
Other Fit Mgt SW 
DEFENSIVE/EW MGT 
IRCM Mgt SW  
Chaff/Flare Mgt 
Decoy Mgt 
Threat Warning SW  
Jammer Grp Mgt 










SENSOR & ARMA 
CNTL
Radar Sensor SW  
EO-IR Sensor SW 
EO-TV Sensor SW  
EO-LASER Sensor SW
Armament Cntl SW  
Other Arma SW 
VEHICLE DEV SW  
Eng Simulation 
Logistics SW 
Test Reqts SW  





* * *  ENGINE 
CHARACTERISTICS







Prop System Dev. 
Complexity 




MAX THRUST @ SL 
(LBS):
MAX POWER @ SL 
(SHP):
Prior Quantity of Engines
MAX DEL RATE/MO 




Not Used for Jet 
engines
* * *  Avionics Inputs * *













Avionics Group A Weights
SENSORS 














MISC A/C CNTL PNLS 
KEYBOARD CNTL GRP 
CAUTION & WRNG 
GRP
STRUC LOAD RCDR 
VOICE RECORDER 
FLIGHT DATA RCDR 
MAI NT RCDR 
OTHER CNTL/DSPL EQ 
COMPUTERS & DIG EQ 
GROUP 
MISSION COMPUTER 
AIR DATA COMPUTER 




MASS MEMORY UNIT 
FAULT MONITOR INTF 
DATA TRANSFER UNIT 
DATA BUS MGT 
AD REMOTE TERM 
OTHER PROCESSOR 
GRP
ECM & STORES MGT 






ECM POD CNTLS 
PASSIVE ESM GRP 
INTF BLANKER 
ACTIVE JAMMER GRP 
IR WARNING GRP 
IRCM GROUP 
OTHER SM/ECM GRP












































HF SSB RADIO 
UHF RADIO 




COMBAT DATA LINK 
OTHER CNI EQUIP 
FLIGHT MGT GROUP 
AUTOPILOT 















Total Avionics Check 2316.00 
Weight
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